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~ NEW DEVELOPMENT 

AU TICt PUMP AND LEVER CENTER FIRE RIFLES 

ij . 
A new line of auto .a ic\ pump and lever center fire rifles· 

must be superior to the,~ly- new SAR. This superiority can 

and must be achieved in C.Lver~~' · ·e .• {in importance) 
(1) (2) (3) ~.," (4) 
strength, appearance, functional forma'nbe# endurance, 
{5} . (6) (7} . (8) 
weight reduction, handlingt trigger 1 nee# :recoil reduction, 
(9) 
elegance in magazine design, inse 

(10) 
r&ipval from the 

receiver, end accuracy. 

Of these items, strength is the most im 

this requirement determines to a great exten and 

appearance limitations. 

It is believed that the future of consumabl 

caseless cartridge is ~eset with enough development le1J that n 
a new rifle to accommodate this ammunition would seriouslyjdrlay .. 

develop:nent of a new center fire outo rifle utiHzing ston (~ I 
ammunition. Based on this premise, it is proposed to proc1J in LJ 
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. \ 
u~ d~velopment Of a new design utilizing the standard cased 

ammu i~ion. 

1b is most desirable and mandatory, I believe, that all 

auto 5:~~~·:,,kesigns of the future should be designed first to 

with i . ~-. - e the rigors of full automatic fire. 

Using this te +ique of testing provides the design the ultimate 

exposure to f1~ and endurance weaknesses. Therefore, 

the designs s~imed is direction. In using this 

approach, although secon ry ry nature, adaptability to military 

use could be considered, ~~~ 
Strength of the lock[a c~ system must nearly approach 

or equal that of the M/76.!.bolt act· tern. Evaluation of 

investigations of numerous u developments reveals 

that added strength can be in extractor 

design. We have explored this are have in a 

sense set a policy of arms design; fire actions 

must support the cartridge case without 

conceivable pressure load. 

The multiple lug rotar):' lock system it appe 

' 
used to keep the rifle within weight and size 

The M/742-760 bolt lock is ideally suited for 

weight rifle, but has a built in weakness in 

design and the imbalance of the bolt support 

exte:nsion. Lack of support of the bottom of 

a strong ligh~ ~ 

~he extractor I ~ ·i 
l.n the barrel+_! ~· 
the bolt by t · ! 

f 
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I l\e\tension pre•ents the multiple lugs being utilized to- their 

LJ h.l1rt in shear and hearing. FUll support of all lugs is 

-mand try., However, this presents problems 1 too, as it places 

the ed system further rean.iardly from the chamber, aggravating 

feed ng. longer receiver may be needed to accommodate the 
! I 

needed change ! Styling changes will be required to c~mouflage 
! . 

this extended Ieng One possibility might be to extend the 

receiver grip section of the stock providing more 

.receiver len l rav 7without apparent long receiver 

length. , < . · . . · 
This area is' criti a ~~~ two points--lacks strength,. 

and if overcome with mo e lug~eates fee_ding _problem. Even 

in the M/700 with its superior ~~bottom lug in the 

receiver fails under load because of the lug in shear 

was removed to provide a feeding or design for 
(2) 

full support of the cartridge case u ......... _... full support 

around the periphery of the bolt should of the first 

areas of research investigation. 

A rotary bolt has its weaknesses also, esp 

rotated at high speed necessary in au.toloading m 

The bolt lock {an added device in the M/742 system ified 

and evaluation. 

reduced some of the. damanu· . 
, ( 3) j ' 

adequate and needs redestg~ 

ALl[lJ 
the over rotation of the bolt and 

to the receiver, but still is not 

4 o~ JS-
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/n\H~at transfer from the fired cartridge case to the chamber 

duri 'gi obturation has always made the extraction time critical 

er fire autoloaders. Recoil operated :systems provide 

adde elay during this cycle but they have the added disadvantage 
(4} 

of a ,• ~If a recoil system~ i.e. bolt and chamber, 

could be deviJe~evoid of a fixed barrel the much needed 

variation in time during obturation is most critical 

and l fear one of the 
/7 . 

rt,_ny i terns in the failures of the 
/ . - . 

Armalite rifles used by 'litary. As the heating and 

dissipation time cycle c power requirements 

aggravate function and it th s~~ow\ er time available. 
cs) r r . "'\· 
Overpowering ~s generally the desi' er:'s a roach to a solution. 

most desirable 

and would eliminate the variables obt 'o and improve 
(6) I 

function. One approach we used in our maehi1• gun development 

was to use stainless steel in the chamber se~t on~ 
this approach has merit as stainless does no r 

readily zind, therefore, po~sibly could he used t 
(7) 

tnore uniform obturation cycle. During the war, 

in a ~rel n 
into ~ I j 

l I 
the balr~ 

ALDm-2862 

Mr. Ga.rand on an idea Of his to retard the heat 

from the 10" point down the barrel from flowing back 

chzmher. Eis idea involved three grooves turned in 
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~~r<n<imately over the neck section in the Chamber, His objective 
I I 

was i cook-off1 and it did this quite effectively. However, 

it d present accuracy and point of impact problems due to lack 

of b 'gidity. This retardation of heat' flow would have a 
{8} 

tendency to e[uali.ae Jhe obturation cycle. Our idea during the 

t
i 

machine gun d ................... :1:-"".+;..f•t to provide a joint for a detachable barrel 
.-----' 

might have so in providing a heat barrier at a joint just 
(9) 

ahead of the r Plating of external barrel 

surf aces plus a finned might help dissipation of heat, 

although the finned ide. ~~en seen on numerous designs Of 

machine guns, etc. The est~arises here as to whether 

dissipation is .fast enough. ~ 
There is no doubt that during a :t 1c or full automatic fire 

· · the obturation cycle will. vary re f how roany devices we 

install to retard this variation. wering of the gun 

is. necessary and extra loading of the extrac 

Browningts idea of a "T" slot on the machine 
{l 

extra grip needed to cope with this problem. Pe 

devise a double extractor system where the l~ft 

out of its gripping position just prior to 

is expected. 

is cam.med 

This would allow added assurance of proper extraction withff n 
undue loading of the extractor or damage to the cartridge, /b~ ·1 

mainly allowing better unifo-rm function during adverse obtt4,ation ~ 
conditions. LJ 
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~\ .iJ: we maintain the multiple lug system and seal it securely 

re we can approach or equal the desired strength specification 

the same time, not increase weight of the gun. We have had 

nee with recoil effects on the M/600 in 308 Caliber without 

benefit of re1orl reduhing: devices which resulted in severe recoil 

in this rifle ~ lf we
1
are to achieve light weight and maintain 

strength, lig r materials must be used. The 5-1/2# to 6# weight 

recoil :eduction must 

he used. Although 

weight rifles in small 

.in the heavier ones. the use of titanium many 

times, and one model was we have always 

using this 

material; namely# ~igh material c and no 

known method of coloring except is material would 

provide us the ultimate in 'strength to weigh atio, however. 

Advances in techniques of alloying# rnachinin 

forming~ etc. have been rnade in this materia 

titanium be given serious consideration for the of 

the receiver. Due consideration as to the size 

and 300 H&R mag. 

1 suggest four sizes to accommodate ges fl 
di•meters in sizes 223, 30-06, 350 sh,r ~g.I j 

ALU22864 ~ 

should be made here. 

of shell lengths and 
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'"In the development of feeding systems for the center fire 
l 

rifl d, detachable boxes are most desirable as they are quicker 

to l into the receiver, provide additional package loadings 

for er during fast shooting; and the gun can be unloaded 

readily and c a car withou.t infringing on safety 

regulations. can readily get into shooting position 

with a loaded box at hand. 

Assembly l..jL>"'--'!iL...ill~ 

but a vertical manner, 

receiver in any 

problems. Experienc~ 

in military desig~s 

reliable. The best 

box is more 

hing system seems to be a hinge 

located at the front section of 

rear section.. However, this 

in the receiver and sometimes lea 

the front section of the magazine 

think this design is most desirable and 

camouflage the gap· left.in front of the 

latch in the 

magazine space 

0onable opening in 

ceiver. But l 

should be made to 

There is one reasonably good box magazine o 

utilized commercially in autoloading rifles and und 

in the Model 100 Winchester. The only difficulty that 

it can be loaded bacJci...rards into the receiver. This partic l r 

box is 

the receiver vertically with reasonable assurance of propetJ 

AL0022865 
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L~eµion and not utilizing a hinge system, These boxes should be 

of t~ 1 
flush type, relatively easy to grasp. There is no objection 

to dt sable type magazine and perhaps some desirability in their 

desi , hut they should be substantial enough that reloading of 

the box co\l!ld be made. 

Low cost boxes would be ll'lOSt desirable and a 

combination o plastic body with reinforced or substantial 

the past for center fir, ~ 

. of recoil and gas, and LJ 
all blowback and primer set.back 

not been too successful~ 

setbacks but I belieV'e the gas 

r such a low cost box. 
/ 
at have been successfully used in 

mainly been in the area 

of both •. To my knowledge, 

for center fire have 

each type has several 

the roost desirablet 

with exception of the delay in ert ·oned previously 

that can be better accommodated by th• recoil ethod. '1'he M/742 

9as principle is probably the most inefficiellof 

in any of the military or commercially made s 

it is virtually free of interference from advers 

corrosion, powder residue, and the like. 

At the time the gas system now utilized in the M/742 TI j! 
selected it was considered by Rene Studler of the Ordnance r~tjt 

n 
I u 

AL00!!866 
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L;~bethe most trouble free of tbe group. However, it must be 
. I : . 
reme ered that he had approved two other means of gas operating 

for rifles used in the military at that time: namely~ 

the 

tappet system l carbine. I believe that the expansion 

mechanism is 

force transmi the unlocking mechanism.. A time delay during 

. 
operating mechanism through this m tappet system was 

utilized in a 30-06 type rifle of Winchester 

in hopes of replacing the BAR. T stood a continuous 

test of 6, 000 rou.n.ds of full ing with no 

difficulty. A hea'V'ji" inertia block and a ize tappet system 

we.re used by him to achieve this result .. rt ~merit 

and would outperform the Browning automatic rifl I don't ever 

In tappinq off gas earlier ahead of 

at tbe muzzle I believe one would expect cleaner. hotter g•Rs wLtfi 
m6re·efficient irnpi.ngerncnt through a tappet system to 

ALW\22861 
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the expansion type. lf the barrel is designed of 

r a tappet type mechanism, which is ideally suited for 

the charnher. 

the rate of firing not exceed 300 rounds 

per minute in of firing, and I believe "1ould 

be more succe ds per minute. We have experienced 

problem~ in keeping (/shotgun.a pointed on targe.t in full 

automatic fire ~~gardlest ~~coil at· rates exceeding 300 rounds 

per minute. I feel certtr th~the M.14 would be a more successful 

military weapon· if the rate of fir rt this level. Because of 

the timing involved in unlocking, ~energy, action springs, 

etc.k a reasonably_low rate is di o achieve. Delays such 

as late gas takeoff, gas expansion# a · n.1 nergy by inertia 

blocks, and cam unlocks seem to be the gener area for designers 

to work in, but to date the low rate of fire 

To utilize recoil and blowback as additional 

eject, and accomplish these durilig the time n see 

that delays in unlocking cannot be achieved Therefore, 
(13} 

I suggest· that we concentrate on a delay mechanism 

the fire control. 

JI o+- JS-
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,------..,\ 
~ r-The fire control in the M/742 is not adequate for the job 

I 

at d. First of all, the trigger pull is poor for either 

n or rifle. However, we have had some experience with 

this 

But long 

these roechaniF'>lll....__-..L.-,feel that a hamm~r type system is possible· 

the better such as we use in the M/742k and a goodt 

must he fully locked before the fire contra 

The Ml has one of the best safety syste 

operation of this part I have ever seen. One the 

safety on the ON position does three things: eam.s er out 

of engagement. with the sear' locks the hammer back, and blftj, ks n 
the trigger. It is much· superior to any other system ! har ·1 

(14) 
observed and should attract our interest. LJ 

ALool869 
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~,_':, _!luted barrels are going to be necessary to meet our general 

weig 1 requirements and possibly have some advantage in heat 

diss Jation and shoul.d remain rigid during firing, with less 

weig 4, pro:iding adequate accruacy. These features, however, 
(15} 

a 

am to investigate these features as well as 

possibility o process development on G!'M or Torrington equipment 

as the machin tlbar~ would.he vecy expensive indeed. 
/__ I 

Recoil reductio~ a ~~only by the transfer of recoil 

energy from. the barrel tf ~~operating mechanism and then 

transferred back into ~.f gmt~i self at ·a later period will not LJ. . . (16) 
be enough to in.ake for comrortab e o· A study should be 

( \j 
initiated to determine further if d~prene type butt plate 

would be adequate er if some other ~ means would be 

a ~ ' l' · ~tin \ j'et eff.ect at the necess ry. uevices e l.Inin~ · g or 

muzzle should be reinvesti9a~ed. 

A review ~gain of muzzle devices should 

regard given to the effect of the noise leve • 

specifications for the individual rifle 

at least for the first investigation: 

Barrel length --- 24" max. convenient for 

attacbmil's ---n 
1~-1 

attacbmOn~ 

ALW22870 

Overall weight with box magazine empty and no 

5-1/2 to 6 lbs. in 308 Caliber. 

scopes and sights. 
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'Stocks and fore ends to be·rnade of walnut and/or laminated 

wood with possibility of further reinforcement. 

ore end area .insulated from heat. · 

pull to be in the neighborhood of 5 lbs. with no 

ere 

Barrel £ 

Receiver to M/742 .. 

Trigger · i a to fti7e new BAA. "//' . 

Hinged type detach ~~x maqazine. 

Sights rigid and ~\lstable open 

Recoi~:~::::hanism. . ~-• . 
s_trength equal to the M/700 ... ~~ 

Functional p~rformance und~!~ . per . e t 

Accuracy - comparable with 'JIJ./7 . . 

type'· for both windage 

Balance and handling - better than BAR 742. 

Appearance - superior to BAR and 742. 

Manual operation equal or exceeding M.R,. 

WEL~.1_; 

4/22/68 

to 742. 

AL 00:2}871 
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ME RANDUM 

~HAN d 
TO: 

FROM~ 

RECORD OF ME G - SMM AU'l'OIDADER 

;-; . 

cc: S.M. Alvis 
R . J . Service 

Ilion t New York 
February 6, l968 

A meeting was fie on an I 24A 8 to discuss the current status of the 
Smm Autoloader and to sch V{ future program. 

The following were present: ./\\ 

W.E. Leek u 
R .J. Service .. 
C.W. Stephan 

1. The design was reported as 85% comple 
2 . The cost esti.matE,'I is to be brought 
3. Drawings are to be released to the a t by J n 
4. Announcemant date is January 1,.1970. 
S. A schedule of necessary model guns is 

"Look See .. model in March of 1968. 
6. Cost of above models is to be estimated. 
7. Experimental model numbers to be: 

·XRA - Autoloader 
XRP - Pump 

CWS..:w 


